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Over the past three years, Robbie and Esther Dietrich of the James Island-based Cup 
Fine Coffee and Roasters (Cup) have set to the task of introducing Charleston to the 
world of specialty coffee, particularly the niche coffees produced on “micro-lots,” 
parcels of particularly fertile or unique farmland that are cordoned off from the rest of 
the crop, so their unique fruit can be sold as a specialty item.

Cup offers beans and brews from a number of global coffee producers’ choice lots, 
which they roast themselves in their Fleming Rd. facility, which they roast then sell to 
select local partners.

Their venture was as bold as the coffees they sell, but it seems to have paid off. The 
Cup has debatably established itself as the go-to coffee caterer in Charleston, netting 
cache clients including the film crews of locally filmed television series’ Army Wives and 
Reckless.

The coffees the couple serves at Cup come from all over the world, however their idea 
to deliver to James Island and the greater Lowcountry the best of the best of the coffee 
world originated a bit closer to home. After taking a quick look at the area’s gourmet 
coffee options, the couple simply opted to purchase their own personal espresso 
machine.



There must be others like them, thought the pair, and the idea that a foodie town like 
Charleston deserved to be introduced to better coffee was born. Perhaps the harder 
step is taking idea to operation, but the Dietrichs believed they were just the couple to 
make that introduction. The rest, as they say, is history.

In acquiring the specialty 
beans the company focuses 
their attention on the high-
quality regions of Burundi, 
Costa Rica, Ethiopia, Kenya, 
Nicaragua, Panama, and Peru 
in procuring their product.

Esther Dietrich explains that 
so much care is involved in 
obtaining the specialty, 
“micro-lot” beans, Cup must 
match that care in roasting, 
brewing and serving the final 
result.
“A micro-lot is traceable to a 
region, a mountain, and 
sometimes, one farm. Micro-
lots zoom into a coffees 
deepest origins to the people who processed it,” Esther Dietrich explains.
Cup’s roasting process blends science and art. Small portions of seeds are roasted 
using different methods, then taste-tested, with the method used to produce what they 
deem the best tasting Cup is the chosen for the batch. Detailed logs are kept for roast 
cycle, including temperature, humidity, timing, and other details influencing the roasts 
results are documented. With time, these logs build a manual of best practices for each 
coffee.

The roasters at the business roast seeds as close to the point of sale as possible. This 
assures each coffee’s flavor compounds are preserved and the freshest Cup is 
provided.

Given the painstaking effort to make each cup, the customer should taste each one in 
its plain, black glory. Coffee from Rwanda’s Gitesi region for instance, has a fruity 

The Dietrich Family
The Dietrich’s own story is a cultural blend all its 
own. Originally from Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
Robbie’s family moved to James Island when he 
was a teenager. He is a classically trained pianist. 
While studying in Germany at the Cologne 
University of Music, he met Esther Senft. She 
plays violin, piano and recorder.  Along with music, 
they shared a love of travel, gardening, and fine 
coffee. They relocated to West Ashley, and 
married in February 2012. Outside of Cup, Esther 
teaches music at the Porter-Gaud School and 
provides private lessons to young adults.



sweetness. For customers seeking more sweetness after that initial sip, Cup provides 
house-made simple and chocolate syrups.
Espresso fans should try the business’ bestseller, the Saffron Vanilla Latte. According to 
Robbie, saffron and coffee have a historic connection. Cup is delighted to introduce 
storied coffee traditions like this one to modern palates.

The company’s facility on Fleming Road is not a cafe. The business acquired the space 
in 2012 to roast seeds, store seed sacks and catering equipment, and operate the 
wholesale business. To enjoy Cup’s coffee, check out its partner businesses: The Juice 
Joint and Baguette Magic on James Island and Three Little Birds around the corner in 
West Ashley in the back of the South Windermere Shopping Center. If you’re 
downtown, check out The Gin Joint.,  regular booth at two area farmers markets. 
Espresso and black coffee are served at the Downtown Farmers Market on Saturdays, 
and multiple types of black coffee are served at the Sunday Brunch Farmers Market on 
James Island.

To prepare for farmers markets, The Dietrichs watch the weather all week long. It’s a 
guide for anticipating how many hot-versus-cold drinks customers want the next 
weekend. Packing a trailer takes over an hour. Interestingly, regardless of temperature, 
overcast days mean more hot coffees sell, while sunny days mean more cold coffees 
sell. The business’ unique weekend-only coffee shop business model, social media has 
helped Cup stay in touch with fans from day one.

Cup has a very loyal fan base. One diner at Baguette Magic loved it so much he 
immediately made the trip to buy a bag. Farmer’s market regulars comically confide 
they have been spoiled. There is just no going back to their old brands after enjoying 
Cup’s coffee.

Customers who want more information about micro-lot coffee should attend Cup’s 
classes on the subject, held at the company’s roasting facility at 339 B-1 Fleming Rd. 
Classes on the third Sunday of each month, from 2:30-4:00 p.m., making the next 
available opportunity Sunday, Jan. 19.

Cup Fine Coffee and Roasters’ roasting facility and office is located at 339 B-1 
Fleming Rd. They can be reached by phone at 737-2589 or on the web at 
Cuponwheels.com or Facebook.com/cupfinecoffee.
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